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Wien, 23. July 2009 

 
Subject:    Nomination and support for 3GPP CT WG4  Vice Chairman Candidate 

 
 
Dear Susanna, dear Kimmo 
 
On behalf of Deutsche Telekom AG, member of 3GPP through ETSI, it is my pleasure to nominate Dr. Yvette Koza as a 
candidate for the upcoming election of Vice-Chairman of 3GPP TSG CT WG4 during the CT WGs meetings in August 2009 in 
Seville/Spain. 
 
Yvette as delegate of Deutsche Telekom has regularly and actively participated in 3GPP TSG CT WG4 since 2003 until now. 
During that time she has been rapporteur of many specifications such as technical realization of supplementary services - 
general aspects, technical realization of supplementary services, multimedia messaging service (MMS); MM10 interface 
based on diameter protocol Stage 3, call deflection supplementary service; Stage 2 and some other specifications. So she 
has a funded knowledge in standards and procedures and is now well prepared to act as a vice chairman in CT WG4 if 
elected.  Further she has 11 years experience in telecommunication and led a range of telecommunication projects in system 
technology.  
 
Yvette received the DUES (Diplôme Universitaire d´Études Scientifiques) in Mathematics-Physics and the Licence ès 
Mathématiques degree from the CURF University in Madagascar. Further she received the Dipl.-Math. degree and   
Dr. Rer. Nat. degree in software technology from the University of Technology in Ilmenau/Germany, department of 
mathematics, computer science and cybernetics. After many years active in software development and engineering she 
joined T-Mobile (former max.mobil.) and worked for the Systems Technology department. Now she has been working for the 
department International Standardization and IPR Management of T-Mobile and Deutsche Telekom for eight years and is 
Deutsche Telekom delegate in 3GPP CT WG4.   
 
If elected, Yvette will provide full support for the chairman and will commit to ensure to provide fair and correct 
accomplishment of her duty. Deutsche Telekom will provide Yvette with all the support she needs in order to perform the role 
effectively. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Johannes Achter 
Vice President  
 
Deutsche Telekom AG 
International Standardisation 


